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FERMENTATION
How to make your own sauerkraut, kimchi, brine pickles,
kefir, kombucha, vegan dairy, and more
Åsa Simonsson
Cabbage, salt and water... and time. That’s all it takes to make one
of the healthiest foods. Ferments are amazing, they not only are
great-tasting, but are very good for you. Used for centuries as a
natural way of food preservation, they are now known to actively
improve digestive balance and gut health.
What is more satisfying than lining up a row of brightly coloured
jars that you have made yourself, all bursting with natural
goodness? Ferments are cheap and easy-to-make, yet full of
sophisticated ﬂavours, aromas and textures. And the beneﬁts
of fermented food can be found in much more than cabbage
sauerkraut: this detailed and practical book also shows how to
make all kinds of delicious brine pickles, kimchi, keﬁr, kombucha,
nut cheeses, and sourdough.
Åsa Linéa Simonsson grew up making ferments in her native
Sweden; a trained naturopath and nurse, she runs a busy natural
nutrition and health practice in the UK combined with popular
workshops and retreats.
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CHINA: A COOKBOOK
300 recipes from Beijing and Canton to Shanghai
and Sichuan
Terry Tan
Chinese food is justiﬁably loved the world over, but take a closer
look, and you’ll discover that there is much more to this nation’s
cooking than the dishes offered at many restaurants. From
aromatic soups and simple stir-fries, and rice and noodle staples,
to banquet-style roasted meats, with congees, dim sum, and
sizzling street food along the way, this comprehensive volume is
a must-have reference for anyone who is passionate about the
food of China. From bustling cosmopolitan cities to remote rural
landscapes, the varied food and cooking is explored, and the local
recipes and ingredients, with fascinating background information
on regional geography and culinary history.
Terry Tan has been involved with food since the age of 15 when
he helped his mother to cook for paying guests in the family home.
An acknowledged expert on the cuisine of South-east Asia and
China, he was Editor-in-Chief of Wine and Dine, ran restaurants
and a cookery school, and has taught around the world.
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THE PERFECT AFTERNOON
TEA RECIPE BOOK
Over 200 classic recipes for every kind of
traditional teatime treat
Antony Wild and Carol Pastor
The ultimate teatime recipe collection, opening with an
introductory guide to tea traditions and etiquette, speciality teas,
and how to prepare and serve the perfect afternoon tea. Here are
all the family and childhood favourites you’d expect to ﬁnd as well
as sophisticated and elegant delights. Savoury classics include
sandwiches, quiches, sausage rolls, little pies and angels on horseback. There are delectable recipes for teabreads, biscuits, bars,
meringues, celebration cakes, gateaux and pastries. Not to forget
crumpets, squidgy chocolate éclairs, and scones packed with jam
and cream... Whether you are planning an alfresco tea in the sun
or tucked up by the ﬁre after a winter walk, this beautiful array of
treats is a must for all cooks.
Antony Wild worked as buying director for the famous tea
company, Taylors of Harrogate, and has written extensively on the
subject. Carol Pastor is a writer, consultant and stylist with a special
interest in patisserie, baking cakes and pastries.
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VEGAN COOKBOOK
A comprehensive practical reference to vegan food and
eating, with advice on ingredients, nutrition and over
140 deliciously healthy recipes
Tony and Yvonne Bishop-Weston
The vegan revolution is here to stay and now it is easier than ever
to ditch animal-based foods and embrace a natural, healthier and
more environmentally-friendly way of life. This updated new edition
of a great classic book outlines the latest advice on key nutrients
and, along with favourite vegan mainstays, offers new exciting
recipes to prove that being vegan does not mean excluding
comfort food, sweet treats, or wickedly savoury delights. The 140
recipes range from Granola Breakfast Bars and Vegetable Seaweed
Dahl to Roasted Squash and Mushroom Ramen, and Apple Chia
Puddings – there has never been an easier time to go vegan!
Tony Bishop-Weston ran the Taigh Na Mara Vegan Guesthouse
on the shores of Loch Broom before returning to London to work
for the Vegan Society and Vegetarian Society. Yvonne BishopWeston ran the pioneering vegetarian company Cranks Restaurants
and was the vegetarian face of the The Food Doctor before setting
up her own nutrition consultancy, Foods for Life.
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PRACTICAL
HAPPINESS
Simple techniques for bringing positivity, joy and
balance into everyday life
Kim Davies
Everyone wants to be happy – but what do we mean by happiness?
No life is blessed throughout with good fortune. All of us face
setbacks and sorrows. It follows that we cannot depend solely on
external factors, on things going well, we have to look within.
This inspiring and insightful book is a roadmap, one that includes
lots of routes and byways. It draws on views and ideas from all
kinds of places – spiritual thinkers, modern science and research –
and it presents the information in a practical, helpful way.
As with any guidebook, you can either go straight to the chapters
that seem relevant to your path, or you can open at random just
to see what you might ﬁnd. Five key chapters explore how you
can create your own happiness habit; ﬁnd meaning in life; develop
a happiness toolkit; explore qualities of happiness; and keep
connected.
Kim Davies is an established writer in the ﬁeld of natural health
and wellbeing. She is the author of more than 20 books, including
titles on mindfulness, yoga, tai chi – and happiness.
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THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO

DOWSING

How to harness the earth’s energies for health and
healing, with 150 step-by-step photographs
Dr Patrick MacManaway
Dowsing is both an art and a science, connecting the rational,
conscious mind with intuition. To become a dowser is an exciting
journey of self-discovery, balancing and integrating the
mind and spirit. This unique practical guide shows how you can
use simple tools such as pendulums to apply dowsing to all
aspects of your life – at home, in the workplace, in the garden, and
in your community, to heal yourself and others. It includes working
with earth energies, geopathic stress, place memory, power focus,
chi paths, and auras, and the step-by-step dowsing sequences
include assessing food vitality, choosing ﬂower essences, and
remedies to treat illness and improve health.
Patrick MacManaway trained with his parents, holistic pioneers
Bruce and Patricia MacManaway, who established the Westbank
Healing and Teaching Centre in Scotland in 1959. After a degree in
medicine he trained in geomancy and Feng Shui. Past President of
the British Society of Dowsers, he has an international consulting
and teaching practice in the UK, USA and Australia.
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO
CARTOONING
Learn to draw cartoons step by step with over
1500 illustrations
Ivan Hissey with Curtis Tappenden
This detailed step-by-step guide, updated for this edition, begins
with essential techniques – from the effects of varied pencils on
different papers to the subtle differences between pen strokes
and patterns. Having outlined the necessary basic techniques,
the book offers a wide variety of exercises to allow the reader to
perfect their skills – from lessons in anatomy, facial expression and
depicting movement to dressing the character, creating dialogue
and using backgrounds. The text explains concepts and methods
used by professional cartoonists to help build a scene, develop a
narrative, and create a wide range of environments in which the
characters can interact. The book also helps to unravel the
complexities of digital manipulation, with screengrabs and
explanations of the methods used, step-by-step.
Ivan Hissey has illustrated in a wide range of media. His
published titles include The Crash Course Series and How to
Paint Like the Impressionists. Curtis Tappenden has illustrated
numerous books and has written titles on art and design practice.
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MASTERING THE ART OF
LANDSCAPES
A step-by-step course with over 30 drawing and painting
projects and 800 photographs
Sarah Hoggett and Abigail Edgar
Learn how to illustrate a variety of landscapes, from coastal
vistas and rolling hills to city skylines and summer meadows, in
this updated new edition. An understanding of the various
natural forms is key to successful landscape art. Tutorials provide
this knowledge, from which readers can go on to work through
the step-by-step projects. The stages of each project are fully
explained, so that students can follow along and learn the
methods artists use to observe and capture a vista on canvas.
The projects use a range of painting and drawing materials
so readers can try their hand at drawing a rocky canyon in soft
pastels, painting a French vineyard in watercolours, or tackling a
stormy sky in acrylics. By trying out and learning from these varied
projects, amateur artists will soon be able to produce their own
studies of natural landscapes.
Sarah Hoggett has co-authored many practical art books.
Abigail Edgar has designed and run art courses in London and
Italy, and worked on several practical art magazines.
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THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO
ALLOTMENT GARDENING
Step-by-step techniques for cultivating organic produce
on your plot all year round
Christine and Mick Lavelle
This newly updated edition guides the budding allotmenteer
through every step of successful growing from early planning to
planting and harvesting. Information on tools, equipment and soil
management is included, along with a chapter on what to grow
where, crop rotation, companion planting, and growing both
outdoors and in a greenhouse. Techniques such as sowing,
propagation, feeding, watering, pruning, harvesting and storing
are examined with easy-to-follow instructions and examples.
Directories of vegetables, fruit and herbs outline the speciﬁc
requirements of different crops while a section on plant health
helps to deal with common pests and diseases and carry out weed
management. A season-by-seaon calendar of care ensures you do
the right jobs at the right time.
Christine and Mick Lavelle are both lecturers in horticulture
at Writtle College, UK. Together they have twice won the Garden
Writers’ Practical Book of the Year Award for their books How to
Create a Wildlife Garden and Organic Gardening.
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THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS
A natural history and identification guide to over 565
varieties around the globe
Sally Morgan
Butterﬂies and moths captivate nature enthusiasts with their beauty
and variety, but in addition to being attractive they are also of
huge biological importance. This superb book, in a sumptuous new
edition, covers the lifecycle of these creatures, with information on
anatomy, feeding, ﬂight and breeding. It then proﬁles some of the
world’s best-loved and intriguing butterﬂies, moths and skippers,
with a geographically-split directory of detailed entries, each
containing useful identiﬁcation summaries and quick-reference
panels on distribution, habitat, food and wingspan.
The book is illustrated with more than 750 exquisite artworks
and photographs detailing characteristic features, wing patterns,
genders, seasonal variations and caterpillars. With expert and
accessible text, it is the essential companion for butterﬂy and
moth enthusiasts.
Sally Morgan MA, KSc, MIBiol, C.Biol studied biological sciences
at the University of Cambridge. She has written many books
covering a wide range of topics on natural history.
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THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF WILD FLOWERS & FLORA
A reference and identification guide to 1730 of the most
significant wild plants
Mick Lavelle, with Martin Walters
This wide-ranging and lavish book, substantially updated for
this new large-format edition, presents an expert survey of the
incredible ﬂoral diversity of the different regions of the world.
More than 1730 species are featured, arranged according to
region and then by plant family. The key features of each main
entry are described to help identify the species, and each entry
is illustrated with a botanically accurate proﬁle of the plant,
together with identifying details and a map showing where
the species originated.
With 3800 specially commissioned paintings, maps and
photographs, this beautifully illustrated guide to the wild ﬂowers
and ﬂora of the world is a must-have volume for every naturalist.
Mick Lavelle is a horticulturist and senior lecturer in Landscape
Management at Writtle College, Chelmsford, UK. Martin Walters
is the General Editor of the Traveller’s Nature Guides to Britain,
France, Greece and Spain, and co-author of The Nature Guide
to Britain.
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THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF TREES
A reference and identification guide to 1300 of the
world’s most significant trees
Tony Russell, with Catherine Cutler and Martin Walters
This beautifully illustrated volume, substantially updated for this
new large-format edition, is the ultimate reference guide to more
than 1300 of the most spectacular, best-loved and unusual trees
across the globe, from the huge redwoods of California to the
banyan trees of south-east Asia. A comprehensive introduction
looks at the origins of trees, how they have evolved over time, and
the ways in which they have adapted to suit the variety of terrains
in which they thrive.
The three directories feature trees from Temperate and Tropical
America; Britain and Europe; and Africa, Asia and Australasia.
Each entry is accompanied by a hand-painted illustration, and
includes identiﬁcation details such as bark texture; leaf shape and
size; ﬂowering time; average height; and overall tree shape. It is
an authoritative volume that will form a vital part of every family’s
natural history library.
Tony Russell is one of the UK’s leading authorities on trees and
appears regularly on TV and radio discussing arboricultural issues.
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JOHN SINGER SARGENT
His life and works in 500 images
An illustrated exploration of the artist, his life and
context, with a gallery of 300 paintings and drawings
Susie Hodge
An American who spent most of his life in Europe, a portraitist who
painted landscapes, a family man who never married, who became
the most sought-after artist in high society but then preferred to
paint mountains to people. John Singer Sargent (1856–1925) was
one of the most inﬂuential portrait painters of his time, but he is
also an enigma. Despite his huge body of work, we know little
about Sargent the man. Truly international, he was acclaimed on
both sides of the Atlantic, and was close friends with many of the
leading artists, writers, actors and musicians of his generation. This
insightful reference book gives a detailed biography of his life and
the world he lived in, together with a gallery of his greatest and
most interesting works.
Susie Hodge, MA, FRSA, is an award-winning author, art
historian, lecturer, artist and journalist with many publications on art
history, practical art and history to her name.
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AZTEC & MAYA
An illustrated history

The definitive chronicle of the ancient peoples of
Central America & Mexico – including the Aztec, Maya,
Olmec, Mixtec, Toltec and Zapotec
Charles Phillips

Consultant David M. Jones

This wide-ranging reference book covers almost 3000 years of
history, offering enthralling insights into the art and architecture,
myths and legends, and everyday life of the many different
empires of Central America and Mexico. Stories of sun-gods and
blood sacriﬁce, and of pyramids and temples, have fascinated
many generations and are explored in detail in this sumptuous
new large-format edition. The World Heritage sites of historic
Mexico City and Tenochtitlán, Teotihuacán, Chichén Itzá, Tikal and
Monte Albán, are examined, giving life to the civic, military and
everyday world of the time. This unrivalled volume is not only a
perfect introduction to the history of these lost civilizations, but
also a stunning visual record of a unique period that has helped to
shape our world.
Charles Phillips is an historical author with a keen interest in the
mythology and history of the great Maya and Aztec civilizations.
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THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO
FISHING
An illustrated manual for freshwater, game, saltwater
and fly fishing
Martin Ford with Tony Miles and Peter Gathercole
Angling is one of the most popular sports around the world,
giving thousands of hours of pleasure to ﬁshermen and women
of all ages and levels. Here is extensive expert advice on the best
ﬁshing techniques and locations, and how to select rods, reels,
lines, ﬂies and plugs as well as clothes and accessories for all
situations. The various skills involved in freshwater, saltwater and
game ﬁshing are covered in detail, with diagrams and explanations
of different techniques. The book includes an in-depth visual guide
to the major species the angler is likely to encounter, with advice
on recognition, size potential and feeding habits, together with
professional tips of the trade on how to catch each type.
Martin Ford has been a keen ﬂy ﬁsher since casting a line to a
trout on a Yorkshire stream as a child, and contributes regularly
to Salmon and Trout magazine. Tony Miles specialized in coarse
ﬁshing and wrote regularly for Coarse Fisherman magazine and
wrote several books. Peter Gathercole is a leading ﬂy dresser,
game ﬁshing author and natural history photographer.
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THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF FLAGS
An illustrated guide to international flags, banners,
standards and ensigns
Alfred Znamierowski
Throughout the ages ﬂags have been a means of cultural and
national identity, communication, and a means of representation
for groups and associations. Compiled by a leading authority this
book, newly updated for this large-format edition, is a deﬁnitive
and exhaustive visual reference to international ﬂags, from the
largest countries to the smallest states. Split into two sections, the
ﬁrst part of the book presents a fascinating overview of the history
of ﬂags, from the 3rd century BC to the 21st century. The second
section covers over 600 ﬂags in current use, including a continentby-continent examination of countries, territories, organizations,
individuals and causes. Lavishly illustrated, this book is both a
stunning reference book and an invaluable resource. Fascinating
and compelling, it offers historical, geographical and political
insights into one of our most ancient forms of identiﬁcation and
communication.
Alfred Znamierowski is a leading ﬁgure in vexillology and one
of the world’s foremost ﬂag artists. He runs the Polish Institute of
Heraldry and Vexillology and continues to design ﬂags.
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THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
An illustrated history from the early planes of World
War I to the supersonic jets of today
Francis Crosby
In this new, fully updated edition expert author Francis Crosby
traces the development of ﬁghters from World War I to the
present day, and highlights actions in which ﬁghters played a
crucial role. The A–Z sections form an illustrated guide to over
170 ﬁghter aircraft. The ﬁrst covers aircraft from the pioneering
days of air ﬁghting in World War I through to the early jets at the
end of World War II, and the second focuses on the remarkable
advances of post-World War II, mainly jet, aircraft from 1945 to
the present day. Speciﬁcation boxes for each aircraft provide
information about the plane’s country of origin, ﬁrst ﬂight,
power, armament, size, weight and performance. Also included
is a glossary explaining aviation terms. Illustrated with 600
photographs, this is a key reference book for all aircraft enthusiasts.
Francis Crosby has had a deep interest in aviation since an early
age, and worked for many years at the Imperial War Museum’s
aviation branch at Duxford, England. His published works include
Bombers and The World Encyclopedia of Naval Aircraft.
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CHILDREN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ANCIENT HISTORY
Step back in time to discover the wonders of the Stone Age,
Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece, Ancient Rome, the Aztecs
and Maya, the Incas, Ancient China and Ancient Japan
Chief contributor: Philip Steele
Journey through 30,000 years of human history and explore the
ideas, discoveries and technology that shaped the human race at
the beginnings of our civilization. Children can probe the mysteries
of the pyramids of ancient Egypt for themselves, learn how one
small city became the heart of the mighty Roman Empire, ﬁnd out
how the Aztecs treated rattlesnake bites and tarantula stings, and
discover the secrets of the Japanese martial arts.
More than 3000 photographs, maps and drawings vividly bring
the past to life with important dates, events and facts highlighted
in detailed timelines and information panels. Plus there are more
than 120 exciting step-by-step projects that allow children to
experience the past in a fun and exciting way: ﬂy a Chinese dragon
kite, build a model of an Egyptian pyramid, and prepare a Stone
Age meal.
Philip Steele has written many children’s books, including The
Incas and Machu Pichu and I Wonder Why the Pyramids were Built.
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Little Red Riding Hood and other
FAIRY TALES from CHARLES PERRAULT
Eleven classic stories including Cinderella,
The Sleeping Beauty and Puss-in-Boots
Retold by Neil Philip lllustrated by Sally Holmes
Translated by Nicoletta Simborowski
Who wrote Cinderella? It may sound like a trick question but few
would immediately think of a French author writing to entertain
the court of Louis XIV of France. Although not as famous as other
children’s storytellers, Charles Perrault is responsible for writing
some of the best-known fairy tales ever told including Puss-inBoots, The Sleeping Beauty, and Little Red Riding Hood as well
as lesser-known stories like Bluebeard, The Fairies, Tufty Ricky,
and Patient Griselda. Originally published in the 17th century, the
stories of love, revenge, chivalry, magic, mystery and happy-everafters continue to be printed to this day, capturing the hearts of
new audiences around the world.
Folklorist Neil Philip retells the stories without losing any of the
original ﬂair and excitement, and his accompanying notes to the
stories provide fascinating background detail on each fairy tale.
This charming anthology has been beautifully illustrated by Sally
Holmes, creating a book that children of all ages will cherish.
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FAIRY TALES OF THE
BROTHERS GRIMM
Twenty classic stories including Rumpelstiltskin,
Rapunzel, Snow White, and The Golden Goose
Retold by Neil Philip • lllustrated by Isabelle Brent
The world of fairy tales is one that we all love to enter. Many of
these stories have been told for centuries, delighting children
and adults alike with their mixture of magic, mystery, and truths
older even than the stories themselves. Here twenty best-loved
tales by the famous German storytellers, the Brothers Grimm, are
retold for the enjoyment of children today. As well as many old
favourites, other tales of magic and enchantment are included,
such as The Musicians Bremen, Hans the Hedgehog, and Clever
Elsie. Neil Philip’s retelling captures some of the immediacy and
sparkle of the original storytellers’ voice. The language is fresh and
direct, and the pace is lively. Isabelle Brent’s detailed illustrations
decorate the pages beautifully.
Neil Philip is a writer and folklorist. His books include retellings
of The Arabian Nights, The Snow Queen and Folktales of Eastern
Europe. Isabelle Brent is an accomplished illustrator of many years
standing. Among her many books are The Fairy Tales of Oscar
Wilde, and Christmas Fairy Tales.
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CREATION MYTHS
How the world began, in 15 origin legends
Retold by Gilly Cameron Cooper
Illustrated by Patricia Ludlow
The universal and archetypal theme of how the world began has
been explored by tribes and civilizations from the earliest times.
These creation myths from many different cultures range from
tales of the Titans and Olympian gods of ancient Greece to the
Dreamtime of the Aboriginal peoples. This beautifully illustrated
anthology allows the reader to compare and contrast the varied
and wonderful stories of how the world was made, from every
continent. Some of the classic creation tales include Marduk and
the Tablets of Destiny, Five Aztec Worlds, Obtalala and the Hen,
and The Cosmic Coconut. Background information to the stories
is also included to provide a superb context for young students to
understand the subject further. It is a perfect introduction to tales
of long ago, and is ideal for project work, school libraries or home
study.
Gilly Cameron Cooper is a former journalist who turned to
editing and writing illustrated reference for children. Patricia
Ludlow has illustrated many children’s books including Witch,
Witch; The Riddle of the Holiday; and Scary Fairies.
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LEGENDARY QUESTS
Mythological journeys and heroic adventures, from the
voyages of Odysseus to the hunt for the Holy Grail
Retold by Philip Steele

Illustrated by Sue Climpson

Incredible journeys feature in many ancient tales – made in the
quest for love, honour, glory or dazzling rewards; to challenge
terrible monsters; or obliterate enemies. This beautifully illustrated
edition gathers together myths and legends from every corner of
the globe. The stories seethe with intrepid characters and a rich
pageant of gods and monsters. Superheroes, strange beasts and
beautiful women overcome perilous obstacles, pit themselves
against raging elements and visit fabulous lands. Some of the
classic quest tales include Thor’s epic journey to Utgard, the
quest for the Holy Grail, Gilgamesh’s attempt to conquer death,
and the seven voyages of Sindbad. Background information
to the tales is also included to provide a superb context for
young students.
Philip Steele is a highly experienced children’s book editor.
He is the author of many history books including Find Out About
Ancient Egypt and Find Out About the Vikings. Sue Climpson is
an illustrator of many years’ experience, both in publishing and
ﬁne art.
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CELTIC FAIRYTALES
Sixteen mystical myths and legends from the
Celtic lands
Retold by Philip Wilson

Introduction by Neil Philip

Taken from sources that draw on ancient traditions, these tales
from the Celtic lands of Ireland, Wales, Scotland, Brittany, Cornwall
and the Isle of Man, have been handed down for centuries by
word of mouth. Now retold for a modern readership, with an
introduction by folklorist Neil Philip, they will appeal to children
of all ages. Read how the lazy giant Tom defeated the giant
Blunderbuss and his two dogs Catchem and Tearem; and how
King Oisin left the land of youth to return to Ireland only to ﬁnd
himself suddenly 300 years old. At the heart of many of the stories
are the mischievous little people (fairies) who create havoc and
merriment wherever they go. Enchanting illustrations bring the
stories vividly to life, making this is a wonderful gift book for any
child.
Philip Wilson is the author of several books on religion and
mythology, and is an enthusiast for all kinds of traditional tales.
His other books include Irish Fairy Tales, Scottish Fairy Tales and
Welsh Fairy Tales, all published by Armadillo.
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IRISH FAIRYTALES
Sixteen enchanting myths and legends from
the emerald isle
Retold by Philip Wilson

Introduction by Neil Philip

Irish fairy tales portray a rich and unpredictable world of
enchantment and adventure. Witches and shape-changers,
beautiful princesses and noble heroes, giants with untold strength
and little people who play tricks wherever they go – these are
some of the characters in the traditional stories of Ireland.
This delightful volume contains some of the best stories from
the rich fund of Irish myth and legend. Read about the cunning
defeat of the giant Cucullin by Fin M’Coul, of how King Whiskers
tricked the haughty princess into marriage to rid her of her
terrible pride, and of the two farmers Hudden and Dudden who
lost their cattle through their silly jealousy of a poor old man.
With its beguiling stories and beautiful illustrations this charming
anthology offers a delight to young and old alike.
Philip Wilson is the author of several books on religion and
mythology, and is an enthusiast for all kinds of traditional tales.
His other books include Welsh Fairy Tales, Scottish Fairy Tales and
Celtic Fairy Tales, all published by Armadillo.
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WELSH FAIRYTALES
Sixteen mysterious myths and legends from the
hills and valleys of Wales
Retold by Philip Wilson

Introduction by Neil Philip

The traditional stories of Wales conjure up a world of adventure
and chivalry. Knights and princesses, kings and bards, and the
little people who can make the impossible happen – these are just
a few of the characters in the stories featured in this book.
Drawing on ancient traditions, handed down for centuries by
word of mouth, this book features some of the most famous tales
from the fertile plains and high mountain passes of Wales. They
tell of the great hero, King Arthur, and his Knights of the Round
Table. They speak of magical encounters with the fairies, who can
make a castle appear out of the air, and of a shepherd high in the
mountains of Caermarthen who falls in love with the Maiden from
the Lake. All the tales are simply retold by Philip Wilson, with a
lively introduction by folklorist Neil Philip.
Philip Wilson is the author of several books on religion and
mythology, and is an enthusiast for all kinds of traditional tales. His
other books include Irish Fairytales, Scottish Fairytales and Celtic
Fairytales, all published by Armadillo.
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SCOTTISH FAIRYTALES
Sixteen myths and legends from the highlands
and islands
Retold by Philip Wilson

Introduction by Neil Philip

The fairytales of Scotland portray a world of magic and shapeshifting. Horses and foxes that turn into handsome princes, thorns
that turn into woods, and a tiny stone that becomes an enormous
rock – these are some of the amazing transformations that take
place in this anthology.
The characters in these ancient tales, from jealous stepmothers
and gruesome ghosts to chivalrous princes and beautiful
princesses, are some of the most memorable in all folk literature.
Read of the poor seal woman taken from the sea by a wicked
farmer, of the magic black horse that could ﬂy over mountains, and
of Kate Crackernuts who married the prince of her dreams after
she had cured him of his illness. Superbly illustrated throughout,
this lovely anthology will delight readers of all ages.
Philip Wilson is the author of several books on religion and
mythology, and is an enthusiast for all kinds of traditional tales. His
other books include Welsh Fairytales, Irish Fairytales and Celtic
Fairytales, all published by Armadillo.
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